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Abstract. Functional programming is among paradigms used for the
real-world parallel application development. PSI of RAS during a considerable period of time develops the T-System approach based on functional programming. This paper briefly describes the architecture of the
ACCT compiler system targeted at performing transformations of the TSystem programs. An algorithm for nonlocal optimizing transformation
of a typical parallel application solving massively parallel problem in the
T-System is presented. The author finally mentions several opportunities
of other possible applications of the proposed architecture.
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Introduction

Advance in the field of parallel computations is one of the modern trends. The
advance is due not only to the implementation of supercomputers with over 10
PFlops of performance. A substantial reason is that multicore processor architecture has become the dominant on the desktop PCs.
The current state of software tools for parallel applications development implies a coexistence of a number of paradigms. Specifically, the functional programming paradigm is being developed as a base for implementing the real-world
parallel applications. In this paradigm, the possibility of automatic parallelization and dynamic load balancing is very attractive.
From the first half of 90s, the Aylamazyan Program Systems Institute of the
Russian Academy of Sciences (PSI of RAS) develops an approach to parallel
program development based on the functional paradigm which is called now the
T-System [1]. Today, in PSI of RAS, there are made several different implementations of the T-System [2,3]. However, for all of the implementations one
common disadvantage is the lack of tools for deep analysis and transformation
of programs.
In the paper, the author presents general principles of the T-System. The
paper also describes the architecture of the compiler version for the T-System
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(with a codename ACCT) being implemented in PSI of RAS. ACCT allows to
analyze programs given it at input and to execute their optimizing transformations. Then, the author outlines an algorithm for non-local transformations of a
typical parallel application solving massively parallel problems in the T-System.
The paper further gives several examples of other possible applications of the
proposed architecture for increasing the efficiency of parallel applications.

2
2.1

Compiler Design
Basic Properties of the Input Language and the Model of
Computation

For ACCT, the input language is an extended restriction of the C programming
language (cT) [4]. Function bodies are written with a conventional imperative
style. Function interaction is possible only within the framework of the functional
programming paradigm, without the side effects: the information from outside
can only be received via function arguments, and the transfer of information
outwards is performed by sending function results (there may be a number of
results).
When the T-function is called a T-process is created – which is a user-level
thread. A new started T-process is potentially capable of being executed in
parallel with the initial T-process. For enabling a parallel execution at the Tprocess launch, the variables that are receiving their values as a result of the
functional call take special values – so called “non-ready values”. A non-ready
value is replaced with normal (ready) one after the T-process completed sending
a corresponding result of the T-function call.
Non-ready values are located in special variables (outer variables). A nonready value may easily participate in assignment of a value of one outer variable
to another outer variable of the same type. If the T-process needs an outer
variable value for executing a nontrivial operation (such as computation of the
result of an arithmetic operation or transformation of an integral value into a
float point value), the execution of such a T-process will be suspended until the
outer variable takes a ready value.
It must be noted that T-function bodies may contain the calls of conventional
functions (C functions), which requires to limit the effect of such a call by the
T-process on the background of which the call is executed (there should be no
side effects as far as other T-processes are concerned).
2.2

Compiler Architecture

The compiler consists of the following main components: front end, a set of
transform passes, and back end.
Front end transforms the program module from an input language into an
intermediate representation (IR). After the transformation is complete, the intermediate representation obtained as a result is stored in a separate file or special
program library.
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Each transform pass is able to transfer IR from the file or program library
into RAM and somehow modify it. After that, a new version of IR is stored
back on the external storage. Since all application modules are available to the
transform pass, the performed transformations have a potential possibility to
rely on the use of complete information about the application code as a whole.
The compiler back end reads IR from the file or program library and forms
the resulting assembly (or C) code for further transformation into an executable
program.
There also exists a compiler driver – a control program, which is needed for
to call all the passes described above in the proper order.
A similar structure of compiling systems is used in a number of program
transformation systems, such as SUIF [5], LLVM [6], OPS [7], etc. The ACCT
implementation is heavily based on the C front end of the GCC compiler.
Hereinafter, we’ll give an example of a non-local transformation of an application program. Such transformation may be implemented with the proposed
program architecture.

3
3.1

Example of Program Transformation
Initial Problem

The proposed program transformation is suitable for the applications solving
massively parallel problems. As an example of a program being transformed, we
use a special modification of a standard iterative ray tracing algorithm. In case
of ray tracing, a variable parameter in a massively parallel problem is a pair of
coordinates of a point on the image plane.
The upper level of the modified algorithm implies a bisection of the rectangular part of the image plane containing the image. The division recursively
proceeds until, after some step in the recursion, the resulting rectangles become
sufficiently small. Thereafter, each of the resulting small rectangles is filled with
image pixels by means of a standard tracing algorithm. Such small rectangular
fragments are then assembled into a composite image.
Each small image fragment may be built independently of the others, which
allows a parallel implementation of the problem. The recursive method of image
fragmenting permits to bypass (e.g. executing the task on a cluster) the computation sequence which is typical for the so-called “task farm” paradigm and to
avoid the appropriate performance penalties.
The implementation of the algorithm on cT may be represented as the following three functions:
1. The render scene function (which is a C function) is destined for filling
small rectangles with the RGB intensity values for each point of the fragment
contained within such a rectangle.
2. The render scene ut T-function recursively bisects the rendering area. It
also calls the render scene function – in case the size limit of the area is
reached (that is the base case).
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3. Tmain. The launch of the T-process of the TMain function starts the execution
of any application written in cT. TMain reads the scene description from the
file and then launches the T-process with the first call to render scene ut.
After that, TMain solves the problem of breadth-first traversal of the binary
tree built by render scene ut and assembles a composite image from the
fragments located inside the leaves of the tree, in parallel with the computation of individual fragments performed by render scene ut/render scene
calls.
In this paper, we’ll consider the render scene ut T-function. The code of
the function is as follows:
01 [void safe * sh]
02 render_scene_ut (double f_ulx,f_uly,f_stepx,f_stepy,
03
int nx, ny, 04 void safe * sh_scene) {
05 void safe * utsh_res;
06
07 if (nx * ny > MIN_POINTS_PER_FRAG && ny >= 2) {
08
int ny1, ny2;
09
10
ny1 = ny / 2;
11
ny2 = ny - ny1;
12
utsh_res = tnew (void safe * [2]);
13
utsh_res [0] =
14
render_scene_ut (f_ulx,f_uly,f_stepx,f_stepy,
15
nx, ny1, sh_scene);
16
utsh_res [1] =
17
render_scene_ut (f_ulx,f_uly + f_stepy * ny1,
18
f_stepx, f_stepy, nx, ny2,
19
sh_scene);
20
sh <== utsh_res;
21 } else {
22
utsh_res =
23
tnew (char[sizeof (frag_dsc) +
24
CHAR_PER_POINT * nx * ny] outer);
25
render_scene
26
(f_ulx, f_uly, f_stepx, f_stepy, nx, ny,
27
((char *) &(utsh_res.C)) + sizeof(frag_dsc));
28
sh <== utsh_res;
29 }
30 }
The function arguments are the parameters of the image fragments on the
plane (the coordinates of upper left vertex of the rectangle, step size for each
axis, the numbers of steps) and the scene description. As a result, the function
returns a special-kind pointer called holder.
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The line 7 of the function code above checks whether the bisection of the
fragment must be continued. If bisection must be performed the resulting holder
being returned (line 20) keeps (points to) a pair of similar holders (with initially
non-ready values) returned in their turn by the recursive calls (lines 12 through
19). Otherwise, the function will return the holder (line 28) keeping the image
fragment calculated by render scene regular C call (lines 22 through 27).
Figure 1.a illustrates the sequence of the T-processes launched which starts
when the TMain function calls the render scene ut T-function. As the picture
indicates, the sufficient part of the T-processes recursively launches render scene ut and builds intermediate vertices of the binary tree fragments. The other
part (building the leaves of the tree) computes the image fragments and returns them as the results. This means that almost a half of the T-processes are
lightweight and the multiprocessor resources are underused as a consequence.

Fig. 1. Building a data fragments tree by parallel T-function calls: a – initial implementation scheme; b – scheme of implementation after modification.

Figure 1.b represents another scheme of building the tree of image fragments.
On the 1.b scheme, each of the T-processes builds an image fragment located
inside the tree leaf. Also one or more intermediate nodes of the tree may probably
be built by the same T-process. This method of solving the problem permits to
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avail the computational power of a multiprocessor efficiently since each of the
T-processes becomes rather heavy computationally.
It is possible to obtain such parallel implementation of an application by
changing the if-part of the conditional statement of the render scene ut function as follows:
06 ...
07 if (nx * ny > MIN_POINTS_PER_FRAG && ny >= 2) {
08
int ny1, ny2;
09’ void safe * utsh_w;
10’
11’ ny1 = ny / 2;
12’ ny2 = ny - ny1;
13’ utsh_res = tnew (void safe * [2]);
14’ utsh_w = utsh_res;
15’ for (;;) {
16’
utsh_w [0]
17’
= render_scene_ut
18’
(f_ulx, f_uly, f_stepx, f_stepy,
19’
nx, ny1, sh_scene);
20’
f_uly = f_uly + f_stepy * ny1;
21’
if (nx * ny2 <= MIN_POINTS_PER_FRAG
22’
|| ny2 < 2)
23’
break;
24’
ny1 = ny2 / 2;
25’
ny2 = ny2 - ny1;
26’
utsh_w [1] = tnew (void safe * [2]);
27’
utsh_w = utsh_w [1];
28’ }
29’ utsh_w [1] =
30’
tnew (char[sizeof (frag_dsc) +
31’
CHAR_PER_POINT * nx * ny2] outer);
32’
render_scene
33’
(f_ulx, f_uly, f_stepx, f_stepy, nx, ny2,
34’
((char *) (utsh_w[1].C))+sizeof(frag_dsc));
35’
sh <== utsh_res;
21 } else {
22 ...
The numbers of new (subject to changes) lines have a stroke. One can see
that one (the second) of the recursive calls has been removed from the if-part of
the conditional statement and the remaining (the first) call has been moved into
a loop (lines 16’ through 19’). This remaining call is responsible for launching
the building of the left-upper branch (in terms of Fig. 1) in each intermediate
node of the tree. All right-lower branches are computed by a single T-process
during the loop execution. As the function exits the loop, it builds a tree leaf
and returns the result (lines 29’ through 35’).
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To find a way to generalize the mentioned transformation for solving an
arbitrary massively parallel task is the core of the problem.
3.2

Solution: Sequence of Stages

Figure 2 illustrates a simplified scheme of the internal representation of the
compute it ut function which implements the recursive part of the algorithm
solving generalized massively parallel problems. Transformations consist in a
partial replacement of recursion by iteration. Specifically, one of two recursive
calls in the upper-left branch of the final conditional statement is to be replaced
with iteration.
A transformation object is an inner representation of a given upper-left
branch of a conditional statement. A transformation algorithm consists of three
stages:
1. Substitution. The function body is subject to a special form of inlining – it
is substituted into the second recursive call of the compute it ut function
implementing the recursion step.
2. Looping. The looping stage is executed in several steps. The execution of
all the three steps allows to considerably reduce the number of lightweight
parallelism granules.
3. Final cleaning of variables and assignments.
Hereinafter, an overview of each step is presented.
Substitution. The second recursive function call – implementing the recursion
step – is substituted with a copy of the function inner representation. Such
substitution copies corresponding environments, including call arguments, and
also assigns corresponding initial values to them.
As a result of the substitution stage, the inner representation of a recursive
branch of the final conditional statement will contain three instead of two recursive calls to the compute it ut function. After further transformation at the
looping stage, two of three recursive calls will be deleted but the remaining one
will be executed in the loop body.
Looping. The two (of three) last recursive calls are completely eliminated at the
looping stage. As a substitution to the eliminated recursive calls, the compute it
C function – loop structure and recursion base – is inserted into the recursive
branch of the compute it ut function. The given procedure may be implemented
as a following sequence of steps:
1. A working holder (”outer” pointer) with a unique name – indicated here as
utsh w’ – is introduced into the compute it ut T function environment:
void safe * utsh_w’;
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the internal representation of the function implementing the recursive
part of the algorithm solving a generalized massively parallel problem
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This holder will be used as leading and keep the current tree node – the node
which is built in the loop at a current iteration step). The built root of a
subtree returned as a result serves as an initial value of the leading pointer:
utsh_w’ = utsh_res;
All subsequent occurrences of the utsh res variable in the transformable
code, except for the result sending final statement, should be substituted
with occurrences of the utsh w’ variable.
2. The list of statements added at the substitution stage as a body of a substituted function is transformed into a loop statement body. The first recursive
call of the compute it ut T-function is also moved into the loop body as
the first statement.
3. After that, the nested (situated in the loop body) conditional statement
is transformed. The non-recursive branch (the else-part containing the recursion base) is taken out of the loop body. The condition is reversed (the
initial condition is denied). The break statement is placed into the conditional statement instead of the recursive branch. The recursive branch of the
conditional statement is placed into the list of statements immediately after
the conditional statement.
Two final recursive calls (added into the intermediate representation at the
substitution step) are then deleted from the loop body. Thus, one initial call
remains. A set of statements is added to the end of the loop, which – before
the next operation starts – brings the variable environment to a state which is
“equivalent” to the state it initially had after entering the called function and
before performing the initial recursive call. In other words, the variables of the
A+B (see Fig. 2) environment are reinitialized on the basis of variables of the
A’+B’ environment introduced during the substitution stage. The value transfer
from the A’+B’ environment to the A+B environment is made by reassignment;
for example:
f_ulx = f_ulx’; f_uly = f_uly’;
f_stepx = f_stepx’; f_stepy = f_stepy’;
To complete the reinitialization, a new value is assign to the leading index:
utsh_w’ = utsh_w’ [1];
As Figure 3 illustrates, after the looping stage, the resulting scheme of the
intermediate representation of the recursive branch is rather bulky. It should
be noted that the scheme contains some excessive assignments and even some
excessive variables that will be deleted at the following stage of transformation
– at the cleaning stage.
Cleaning. As stated above, after mechanically implemented transformations,
the intermediate representation of the recursive branch has a number of odd
assignments and T-variables. For example, if we apply the above transformation
steps to the render scene ut function, the result will contain the following
definition:
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Fig. 3. Scheme of the intermediate representation of the recursive branch of the final
conditional statement of the compute it ut function after the looping stage
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void safe * sh_scene’;
and a pair of assignments, such as
sh_scene’ = sh_scene;
and
sh_scene = sh_scene’;
with no other assignments to these variables are performed, which means thatthe
assignments and the sh scene’ variable itself may be removed from the intermediate representation with substituting its other occurrences with the sh scene
variable references.
The optimizations being performed on the cleaning stage we have just mentioned are rather simple. However, they will not be automatically performed by
the back-end since it merely converts outer variables and related actions into C
correspondent data structures. After conversion, the information about semantics of outer variables will be lost.

4

Conclusion

Obviously, the transformation described above is not the only possible within
the framework of the proposed ACCT architecture. The author hopes to make
it possible to implement transformational passes based on more sophisticated
techniques developed in the realm of functional programming (partial evaluations
[8], supercompilation [9] etc.).
In addition, a set of transformational passes as tools for to support efficient
implementation of a T-System runtime could be of value.
The author also expresses hope that the implementation of ACCT will permit
to strengthen the position of the functional paradigm in the list of numerous
modern programming paradigms being used in the area of parallel program
development.
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